both been critical of Fiske's stewardship as independent counsel, opposed his reappointment. 8 Senator Faircloth had been an especially vocal Fiske critic during the six days of Whitewater hearings before the Senate Banking Committee, accusing Fiske of being unaggressive and of having conflicts of interest. 9 At least a dozen Republican members of Congress had written to Judge Sentelle in opposition to Fiske's reappointment. 10 On August 5, 1994, less than three weeks after Judge Sentelle's lunch with the two Senators, the Special Division replaced Fiske with Kenneth W. Starr, a former Bush Administration Solicitor General and D.C. Circuit Judge." Fiske was six months and some $2.5 million into his investigation. 2 In a brief opinion, the Special Division noted that it would be inconsistent with the Ethics Act for the Clinton Administration to play any part in the selection of the independent counsel. 1 Starr, like Fiske, had a strong reputation for fairness. Unlike Fiske, however, Starr had strong Republican political affiliations. A member of the Reagan Administration Justice Department, he became the youngest judge ever named to the D.C. Circuit. 4 After serving as the Bush Administration's Solicitor General, Starr headed the Quayle Commission on civil justice reform. 5 He, too, could Fiske as his top deputy during the Bush Administration. In 1987, Fiske had chaired the ABA committee that evaluated potential court nominees. Conservatives blamed Fiske for the ABA's tepid endorsement of Robert H. Bork's Supreme Court nomination, which was ultimately defeated in the Senate. Thornburgh's proposal of Fiske as his top deputy was ultimately dropped. See id. 8 See Murray, supra note 1, at A8. I SeeJerry Seper, The Whitewater Counsel Switch: GOP Groundswell Questioned Fiske's Effort in Inquiry, WASH. TIMEs, Aug. 8, 1994, at Al. Fiske's alleged conflicts of interest included: his representation of Prudential-Bache and Smith Barney Shearson, firms involved in bond underwriting for the Arkansas Development Finance Authority while Clinton was the governor ofArkansas; his firm's representation of International Paper Co., which sold land to the Whitewater Development Corp.; his collaboration on two cases with Bernard Nussbaum, the White House counsel who had resigned because of Whitewater, while both were in private practice; his involvement in the defense of Clark Clifford and Robert Altman in the Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) case with Robert Bennett, Clinton's attorney in the Paula CorbinJones sexual harassment suit. See id. 
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[Vol. 144: 2537 have been described as having potential conflicts of interest regarding Whitewater. These alleged conflicts, however, suggested a potential bias against, rather than for, the Clinton Administration. For instance, before being appointed by the Special Division, Starr had agreed to represent the Independent Women's Forum, a conservative Virginia legal policy group, in preparing a legal brief arguing against President Clinton's claim that during his tenure in office he should be immune from Paula Corbin Jones's sexual harassment suit. 6 Unlike Fiske, Starr continued his private legal work while serving as independent counsel. In 1995, Starr was retained by the Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation, a group that provides substantial funding to the Free Congress Foundation, American Spectator magazine and the Landmark Legal Foundation. 7 Both the Free Congress Foundation and American Spectator provided a media forum for Clinton's fiercest Whitewater critics, while the Landmark Foundation provided legal counsel to Jean Lewis, the Resolution Trust Corporation investigator who was one of the President's chief Whitewater accusers. 1 8 News ofJudge Sentelle's lunch with Faircloth and Helms during the Special Division's appointment process prompted Democratic complaints and general concerns that the appointment of the new independent counsel was made for partisan political reasons. Senator Carl Levin (D-Mich.) wrote a letter to the Special Division urging the judges to ask Starr for an accounting of his recent partisan activities and to issue an opinion stating whether he could fairly investigate a case involving a Democratic president." The panel replied, in an unsigned unanimous opinion, that the reauthorized independent counsel statute did not give it the power to make such a request of Starr or to issue any opinions on his fitness to remain the Whitewater prosecutor. 20 Judge Sentelle, when ques- 16 See DavidJohnston, Special Counsel Linked to Suit Against Clinton, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 12, 1994, at tioned about the lunch with the Senators, replied in a letter to the Washington Post that, " [ t] o the best of [his] recollection nothing in these discussions concerned independent counsel matters. " 21 In an unprecedented action, five former ABA presidents issued ajoint statement addressed to the Special Division, asking the three judges to act in an impartial manner when making future appointments. 22 The former ABA presidents described the meeting as "'unfortunate, to say the least, "'23 and stated:
"Whether or not Mr. Fiske's replacement by Mr. Starr was discussed, the meeting gives rise to the appearance of impropriety and the public is left in doubt.... The special court must make sure in the future that its selections of independent counsel are not just objective, but also appear to be objective, and to be made without regard to political considerations."
24
They did not, however, call for Starr's resignation because they had the "'utmost confidence in [his] integrity and objectivity. '" 25 In another response to the lunch meeting, two private citizens filed formal complaints with the chief judge of the D.C. Circuit, Judge Harry T. Edwards, seeking disciplinary action againstJudge Sentelle.-
26
The complaints were filed pursuant to the Judicial Councils Reform and Judicial Conduct and Disability Act of 1980 ("Judicial Conduct Act")2
On November 1, 1994, Judge Edwards dismissed the complaints as not conforming with the substantive disciplinary standard of the Judicial Conduct Act-the complainants failed to allege, as required by statute, that Sentelle had engaged in conduct "prejudicial to the effective and expeditious administration of the business of the court- PosT, Sept. 27, 1994, at A9. The five former ABA presidents were: Chesterfield Smith (1973 -1974 ), W. Reece Smith, Jr. (1980 ), Robert MacCrate (1987 -1988 ), Robert D. Raven (1988 -1989 ) andJohnJ. Curtin,Jr. (1990 -1991 PosT, Nov. 3, 1994, at A9. [ Vol. 144: 2537 Sentelle's behavior could not be subject to discipline under the Judicial Conduct Act because the primary business of the courts is the resolution of "Cases" and "Controversies" within the jurisdiction conferred by Article III of the Constitution, and because " [t] 30 See id. at 381-82 (stating that the fact that "those persons consulted might be political opponents of the President or his party should not expose the selection process to an anti-administration taint"). Title VI of the Ethics in Government Act0 6 provides for the appointment of an independent counsel for the investigation and, if necessary, the prosecution of certain high-ranking government officials for violations of federal criminal law.3 7 The statute requires disciplinary legislation, "Watergate was on everybody's mind").
11 Sections 591(a) and (c) (1) provide that the Act applies to violations of any "[f] ederal criminal law other than a violation classified as a Class B or C misdemeanor or an infraction." Individuals who may be investigated under the Act include the President, the Vice President, Cabinet officials, high-ranking officials in the Executive The Act's major innovation is the creation of a three-judge panel for the purpose of appointing independent counsels. 3 9 When the Attorney General has completed her investigation, or when ninety days have elapsed, she must report to the Special Division. If she determines that "there are no reasonable grounds to believe that further investigation is warranted" and so notifies the Special Division, the panel "shall have no power to appoint an independent counsel with respect to the matters involved." 4 " If, however, the Attorney General determines that there are reasonable grounds to believe that further investigation is warranted, she must submit an application to the Special Division for the appointment of an independent counsel. 4 Upon receipt of the Attorney General's application, the Special Division "shall appoint an appropriate independent counsel and shall define that independent counsel's prosecutorial jurisdiction."42 The Act places few restrictions on the Special Division's selection: the panel must appoint an individual with "appropriate experience... who will conduct the investigation and any prosecution in a prompt, responsible and cost-effective manner."
43
To ensure an effective, thorough inquiry, the Act vests the Special Division's appointee with the full investigative and prosecutorial powers of the Attorney General. 44 Beyond appointing the independent counsel and setting her jurisdiction, the Special Division's duties are mostly administrative.
3s § 591(a).
'9 See § 49(a) ("Threejudges or justices shall be assigned... to be the division of the court for the purpose of appointing independent counsels."). A division of the D.C. Circuit, the Special Division consists of three circuit courtjudges appointed for two-year terms by the ChiefJustice of the United States Supreme Court. One of the judges must be from the D.C. Circuit, and no two of the judges may be from the same circuit. See § 49(d) .
o § 592(b) (1) .
42 § 593(b) (1) . The Attorney General's application must contain "sufficient information" to assist the panel in selecting the independent counsel and defining her jurisdiction. See § 592(d) . Either the Attorney General or the independent counsel may subsequently apply to the Special Division for an expansion of the initially determined jurisdiction. See § 593(c) .
See § 594(a).
The panel receives periodic reports from the independent counsel and decides whether and how much of the reports to release to the public. 45 Although the Attorney General has power under § 596(a) (1) to remove the independent counsel "for good cause," this decision is not subject to review by the Special Division, but rather in a civil action in the D.C. District Court. 6 The office of the independent counsel terminates when it notifies the Attorney General that it has completed or substantially completed its investigation or prosecution. 7 In addition, the Special Division may, acting either on its own initiative or at the suggestion of the Attorney General, terminate the office of the independent counsel if it finds that the investigation is "completed or so substantially completed that [termination] would be appropriate." 48 Finally, to preserve the appointee's independence even from the Special Division, the Act forbids any member of the panel from participating in any judicial proceeding that involves the independent counsel's official duties. 49 The Act thus creates a panel of Article IIIjudges with limited non-Article III powers, the most central of which is the power to make an appointment that is normally made by the Executive Branch. [Vol. 144: 2537 tial for abuse of the Special Division's powers under the Act. The concerns raised about the Special Division's replacement of Robert Fiske with Kenneth Starr, including the complaints filed against Judge Sentelle, were responses to the perception that precisely such an abuse of power had occurred in the Whitewater investigation. The D.C. Circuit, in an opinion by Judge Silberman, rested its decision in In re Sealed Case on the ground that the Ethics Act was inconsistent with the Appointments Clause of Article II. The court stated that because the independent counsel in the case was not an inferior officer, the power to appoint her could not be vested constitutionally in a court of law.
5
" Anticipating that the Supreme Court would review its decision, however, the Court of Appeals also decided the appellants' 5 other constitutional claims: it held, first, that the Ethics Act violated the Constitution because it impermissibly interfered with the President's duty to "take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed," 5 4 and second, that the Act violated Article III and the separation of powers doctrine because it entrusted an Article III court with an executive function.
55
In its analysis of the latter alternative ground for the decision, the court stated that the doctrine of separation of powers could be violated either when " '[o] judiciary to resolving "Cases" and "Controversies," 7 the court found it inappropriate that the Act assigned to the Special Division the power not only to appoint the independent counsel but also the duty to supervise her activities-powers traditionally reserved to the Executive Branch." 8 This supervisory role, like many executive-type duties, almost inevitably involved the Special Division in decisionmaking "in the context of swirling controversy in which various factions hoped for opposing outcomes" and where decisions "necessarily rested on indeterminate considerations of policy and on information brought to the decisionmaker's attention through various avenues, including ex parte communications." 5 9 The court feared that such intimate involvement in the supervision of a politically charged investigation undermined the status of the judiciary as a neutral forum for dispute resolution.
60
In addition to concerns about the appearance of partiality, the court suggested that involving Article III judges too deeply in executive power could lead to judicial abuse of that power. The court quoted The Federalist Papers:. "'Were [the judicial power] joined to the executive power, the judge might behave with all the violence of an oppressor."' 61 The Ethics Act, the court believed, vested the Special Division with powers which created the appearance of partiality and the potential for abuse.
The Supreme Court, however, disagreed. In Morrison v. Olson, 62 ChiefJustice Rehnquist's opinion for the majority reversed the D.C. Circuit on each of its three grounds for decision. The Court held that the independent counsel was an inferior officer, and that thus, there was no conflict with the Appointments Clause. The Court based this conclusion on the fact that the Ethics Act did not give the Special Division power to review any of the independent counsel's actions or any of the Attorney General's actions with regard to the counsel. 6 Also, the Act prohibited members of the Special Division from participating in "'any judicial proceeding concerning a matter involving the independent counsel."' 69 Thus, the Court considered the Special Division "sufficiently isolated... from the review of the activities of the independent counsel so as to avoid any taint of the independence of the Judiciary such as would render the Act invalid under Article III."
7
The Court's measure of what types of activity could pose a threat to the status of the judiciary as a neutral forum for the resolution of "Cases" and "Controversies" was markedly different from that expressed in the D.C. Circuit's opinion in In re Sealed Case. In the Court's analysis, only judicial review by the Special Division-of either the actions of the independent counsel or of any judicial proceedings related to matters investigated by the counsel-could constitute a threat to the impartiality of Article III judges. Article III behavior could weaken public confidence in the disinterestedness of the judiciary. In the D.C. Circuit opinionJudge Silberman put forth a broader measure. The Special Division's activities pursuant to its purported Article II appointment power, if such activities involved the judges too intimately in "swirling [political] controvers [ies] ,"72 could pose a threat to the perception of a neutral judiciary. The lower court opinion recognized the threat that the appearance of political bias could pose, even if this appearance arose outside of an Article III proceeding. The Supreme Court opinion ignored this possibility. 73 Judge Silberman, at the end of his opinion, quoted Judge Skelly Wright: "'The need to preserve judicial integrity is more than just a matter ofjudges satisfying themselves that the environment in which they work is sufficiently free of interference to enable them to administer the law honorably and efficiently. Litigants and our citizenry in general must also be satisfied."' received. 77 Noting initially "the vast power and the immense discretion that are placed in the hands of a prosecutor," s 7 Scalia asserted that the primary check against the abuse of this power and discretion is a political one-prosecutors are selected and can be removed by the President, and when prosecutors abuse their power the President pays the cost in political damage to his administration. 79 The Ethics Act, however, created a process that is not in the full control of the Attorney General or any prosecutor appointed by the President.° Any flaws, either in the independent counsel's selection or in her subsequent behavior, cannot be blamed on the President. 8 ' Here, Scalia articulated the same concerns raised six years later regarding Judge Sentelle's behavior on the Special Division in the Whitewater investigation:
An independent counsel is selected, and the scope of his or her authority prescribed, by a panel of judges. What if they are politically partisan, as judges have been known to be, and select a prosecutor antagonistic to the administration, or even to the particular individual who has been selected for this special treatment? There is no remedy for that, not even a political one. Judges, after all, have life tenure, and appointing a surefire enthusiastic prosecutor could hardly be considered an impeachable offense ....
[E]ven if it were entirely evident that unfairness was in fact the result-the judges hostile to the administration, the independent counsel an old foe of the President, the staff refugees from the recently defeated administration-there would be no one accountable to the public to whom the blame could be assigned. Constitution. Judge Silberman warned that, by giving executive power to a panel of Article III judges, the Act would mire judges in political disputes and thus undermine the public's confidence in the judiciary's impartiality in deciding "Cases" and "Controversies." Justice Scalia moved beyond appearances and warned that the Special Division could abuse its appointment power with a politically partisan choice for an independent prosecutor. Neither opinion won the day.
The remainder of this Comment addresses Justice Scalia's contention that no remedy exists for the abuse of Special Division appointment power. Judge Edwards's opinion dismissing the complaints against Judge Sentelle would seem to suggest that, indeed, no remedy exists.
II. IN RE CHARGE OFJUDICIAL MISCONDUCT OR DISABILI'I 4
The complaints 5 before Judge Edwards alleged judicial misconduct by Judge Sentelle on the Special Division and sought relief under the Judicial Conduct Act."
The principal substantive standard of the Judicial Conduct Act is that federal appellate, district, bankruptcy and magistrate judges will not "engage[] in conduct prejudicial to the effective and expeditious administration of the business of the courts."" 7 Collectively, the complaints alleged: (1) 
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[ Vol. 144: 2537 Judge Sentelle was considering the appointment of the Whitewater independent counsel as well as Judge Sentelle's "judgment" in appointing Kenneth Starr created the "appearance of impropriety." 90 The complaints sought relief in the form of Judge Sentelle's "voluntary retirement" from the Special Division, a review of the appointment of Starr, and a public reprimand for Judge Sentelle's misconduct. 91 Judge Edwards, describing the complaints as "misguided," dismissed them on the ground that they did not conform with the Judicial Conduct Act. 92 He relied on the facts that the Special Division made its appointment acting under the Appointments Clause of Article II and that no constitutional or ethical precept prohibited consultations during the appointment process. Also, Judge Edwards noted that nothing in the Ethics Act itself limited consultations by the Special Division. 93
A. The Jurisdictional Question
Before dismissing the complaints, however, Judge Edwards addressed the question of whether a member of the Special Division could even be subject to disciplinary proceedings in the D.C. Circuit. This jurisdictional question seems to be, on its face, easy to answer. The section of the Ethics Act creating the Special Division explicitly describes it as "a division of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia." analysis of this issue emphasized the separateness of the Special Division from the D.C. Circuit. He noted that the Special Division keeps its own records and establishes its own procedures. 96 He also noted that because the Special Division must include two judges who are not members of the D.C. Circuit, it cannot constitute a panel authorized to hear "Cases" or "Controversies" within the D.C. Circuit's jurisdiction. 97 Notwithstanding these potential obstacles, Judge Edwards found jurisdiction because of Judge Sentelle's membership on the D.C. Circuit and because Judge Sentelle did not contest disciplinary proceedings in the D.C. Circuit. 9 Judge Edwards also found support for hisjurisdictional holding by analogizing Judge Sentelle's service on the Special Division to the case of ajudge who is "visiting" another circuit and who is thus still subject to the disciplinary authority of his home circuit. 99 Judge Sentelle, however, was not visiting another circuit. The Special Division, as noted above, is part of the D.C. Circuit; Judge Sentelle is a member of the D.C. Circuit. Judge Edwards's jurisdictional questions would make more sense if the subject judge in the complaints were one of the other two judges on the Special Division who was not from the D.C. Circuit.
A possible explanation forJudge Edwards'sjurisdictional inquiry emerges from the sharp distinction he later draws between conduct by ajudge under Article II and judicial conduct under Article III. It is primarily this distinction that Judge Edwards used as his justification in dismissing the complaints.
B. ChiefJudge Edwards's Article I/Article III Distinction for Purposes of the Judicial Conduct Act
In addressing the central issue of whether the complaints against Judge Sentelle alleged "conduct prejudicial to the effective and expeditious administration of the business of the courts,""' 0 Judge Edwards initially noted that the primary business of the D.C. Circuit is the resolution of "Cases" and "Controversies" within the jurisdiction conferred by Article III.101 This fact, however, might not In the end, Judge Edwards found it unnecessary to determine the breadth of the statutory standard, "[f]or however broadly the statutory standard is to be read, complainants do not allege conduct by the subject judge that could have even an indirect prejudicial effect on the administration of the business of the courts. " 1°' Because the Special Division exercised Article II appointment power, and because this power is by its nature entrusted to the discretion of the appointing authority, safeguards such as the prohibition against ex parte contacts and the "appearance of impropriety" were mostly irrelevant. 0 5 The appointment of an independent counsel by the Special Division was not an adversarial proceeding; thus, Judge Edwards reasoned, Judge Sentelle's conduct while on the Special Division could not have had even an indirect prejudicial effect on the administration of the business of the courts.
Finally, Judge Edwards dismissed the complaints against Judge Sentelle, noting that: the Ethics Act was silent as to whether, or to what extent, members of the Special Division could consult with outsiders in the course of making an appointment; it would make little sense in Judge Edwards's view to impose any restrictions; and, the Special Division's past practice had been to consult with nature of the Division's appointment power. Part III argues that there is no effective way to amend the Ethics Act to address Special Division abuse of its appointment power without undermining the purposes of the Ethics Act. Part IV argues that a remedy under the Judicial Conduct Act would be effective,justifiable and attractively simple. The legislative history, purpose and practice of the Judicial Conduct Act suggest that Judge Sentelle's conduct during the appointment of Kenneth Starr should fall within that Act's scope.
Before turning to possible solutions, however, it is worth noting the inconsistency between Judge Edwards'sjurisdictional analysis and his strict Article II/Article III distinction for purposes of the Judicial Conduct Act. Judge Edwards analogized Judge Sentelle's membership on the Special Division to the case of ajudge "visiting" another circuit. 1 0 7 Ajudge visiting another circuit would likely be performing Article III duties. The Special Division, however, only performs Article II duties. The fact that an Article III judge was involved in both situations made the situations sufficiently analogous for Judge Edwards to find jurisdiction under the Judicial Conduct Act. Later in the opinion, however, Judge Edwards asserted that Article II conduct by an Article IIIjudge could in no way have even an indirect prejudicial effect on the administration of the business of the courts. 0 8 Thus, Judge Edwards used Judge Sentelle's status as an Article IIIjudge to assertjurisdiction under the Judicial Conduct Act over Article II conduct, but he ignored that same status in weighing whetherJudge Sentelle's conduct on the Special Division could have had any effect on the business of the courts. Judge Edwards felt that there was a distinction, but to the general public, both situations involve an Article IIIjudge. Why does Article III status matter in the jurisdictional realm but not in the real world?
III. AN UNWIELDY SOLUTION: AMENDING THE ETHICS ACT
Under Judge Edwards's conception of the Judicial Conduct Act, the only way to prevent judges on the Special Division from abusing their appointment powers to achieve partisan ends is to amend the Ethics Act in some way to restrict the Special Division's discretion. The Ethics Act as codified places few restrictions on the Special Division's appointment power beyond requiring that the appointee 107 See supra note 99 and accompanying text. have appropriate experience. 1 9 Other instances involving judicial appointment power under Article II provide few, if any, helpful analogues. 110 . Placing some form of statutory restrictions on consultations by the Special Division in making their appointments would be both unrealistic and counterproductive. As Judge Edwards stated in his opinion: "It makes little sense to think that an authority acting pursuant to the Appointment Clause of Article II might be forbidden from consulting with others regarding candidates for appointment. It is hard to imagine how anyone would go about that task without seeking advice.""' The sheer difficulty and virtual absurdity of trying to decide beforehand whom to exclude-members of Congress?, anyone in a political party different from that of the President?-militates against such a course. In the past, the Special Division has routinely relied on discussions with judicial colleagues and former professional associates 12 Arguably, imposing such restrictions could result in the appointment of independent counsels in whose abilities the Special Division lacks confidence.
Other possible restrictions include requiring that the Special Division choose from a list of potential appointees it has compiled before the Attorney General applies for the appointment, or that the Special Division choose from among potential appointees supplied by the Attorney General. The first of these suggestions could prevent the Special Division from handpicking an independent counsel who would be unduly antagonistic to the subject of the investigation-a "guided missile." This potential benefit, however, is also a potential 1o See supra note 43 and accompanying text. 110 See, e.g., Young v. United States ex reL Vuitton et Fils S.A., 481 U.S. 787, 809 (1987) (holding that the district court had authority to appoint a special prosecutor to prosecute defendants for contempt so long as "counsel for a party that is the beneficiary of a court order [was not] appointed as prosecutor in a contempt action alleging a violation of that order"); Ex parte Siebold, 100 U.S. 371, 398 (1879) (holding that an Act of Congress giving circuit courts power to appoint supervisors of elections did not violate separation of powers and placing no restrictions on this power); United States v. Solomon, 216 F. Supp. 835, 843 (S.D.N.Y. 1963) flaw: all of those on the prearranged list of appointees may be inappropriate choices for the particular type of case that arises."' The second suggestion would give the Attorney General the power to propose, but not to appoint, whereas the Special Division would have the power to appoint, but not to propose. The Special Division could reject the Attorney General's candidates until the Attorney General came up with someone the Special Division felt was appropriately independent. The Attorney General would have an incentive to pick an independent candidate early on because it would be politically embarrassing to be repeatedly rejected.
While this suggestion has some appeal, it has two flaws. One is procedural. The appointment process could become a high-profile game of political "chicken," with the Attorney General stubbornly refusing to propose an independent candidate and the Special Division stubbornly refusing to appoint any of the proposed partisan candidates. This would not serve the public's desire for a prompt investigation. The second flaw is substantive. The Senate Report on the Ethics Act stated that "[t]he entire purpose of appointing a temporary special prosecutor is to get someone who is independent, both in reality and appearance, from the President and the Attorney General.""' Such a restriction on the Special Division's appointment power would arguably defeat the whole purpose of the Ethics Act.
The difficulty in amending the Ethics Act in a manner that would satisfactorily deter abuse of the Special Division's appointment power makes application of the Judicial Conduct Act seem not only appropriate but attractively simple. AsJustice Scalia suggested, such abuses will rarely occur." 5 Judicial awareness of the sensitivity of the Special Division's duties is required. An amendment to the Ethics Act is not.
"' A former member of the Special Division described the importance of case type in the selection process: "'First, we considered the type of case, and then we looked for lawyers, usually former prosecutors, who might fall into that type.'" Coyle, supra note 1, at A13 (quoting an unnamed former panel member).
14 S. REP 16 This Part argues that partisan use of the appointment power granted to Article III judges under the Ethics Act constitutes "conduct prejudicial to the effective and expeditious administration of the business of the courts"' 1 7 under the Judicial Conduct Act. The possibility ofjudicial discipline under the Judicial Conduct Act would dampen the temptation to use the Article II power of the Special Division for partisan political ends. Article IIIjudges would not mire themselves in the often swirling political disputes surrounding the use of independent counsels-Judge Silberman's fear in In re Sealed Casell-and thus would not weaken public confidence in the judiciary."
9 Moreover, such an interpretation of the Judicial Conduct Act neither undermines the purpose of the Special Division nor imprudently broadens the substantive scope of the Judicial Conduct Act.
After a brief description of the provisions of the Judicial Conduct Act, this Part examines in detail the substantive standard governing discipline under the Act. The legislative history of the Act, and practice under the Act, support the view that the complaints against Judge Sentelle's conduct were in conformity with § 372(c) (1). 
A. The Provisions of the Judicial Conduct Act

COUNSELS, COUNCILS AND LUNCH
the constitutionality of disciplinary legislation for Article III judges resulted in this piece of compromise legislation. Congress did not include removal among the Act's remedies and gave responsibility for implementing the Act to the judiciary, acting through the preexisting judicial councils of each circuit. 2 Since its passage, the Act has withstood both legal and scholarly challenges to its constitutionality.124
Under the Act, any person alleging that an appellate, district, bankruptcy or magistrate judge has engaged in "conduct prejudicial to the effective and expeditious administration of the business of the courts" may file a written complaint containing a brief statement of the facts with the Circuit Court of Appeals under whose jurisdiction the judge sits." After "expeditiously" reviewing the complaint, the chief judge may dismiss the complaint if it is not in conformity with the substantive standard of the Act, if it is directly related to the merits of a decision or procedural ruling, or if it is "frivolous." Alternatively, the chief judge may conclude the proceeding upon a finding that appropriate corrective action has been taken. 126 If the for addressing the problems ofjudicial misconduct or disability and... the fairness and adequacy of the means by which the federal judiciary had addressed the problems in the past"). (holding that claims that the Act was unconstitutional on separation of powers and due process grounds, and as applied, were premature). Judge Edwards believes that the Act is unconstitutional. See Harry T. Edwards, Regulating Judicial Misconduct and Divining "Good Behavior" for Federal Judges, 87 MICH. L. REv. 765, 766 (1989) ("[T] he only constitutionally permissible way to regulate judicial misconduct and disability that does not involve impeachable action is through a system ofjudicial self-regulation unencumbered by any form of congressional interference."). For other criticism of the Act's constitutionality, see Lynn A. Baker, Note, Unnecessary and Improper: The Judicial Councils Reform andJudicial Conduct and Disability Act of 1980 , 94 YALE L.J. 1117 , 1118 (1985 (arguing that the Act violates the Constitution's allocation of powers by requiring the judicial councils and theJudicial Conference to exercise a power of scrutiny over their Article III colleagues, which the Constitution promises that only Congress will exercise). 
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[ Vol. 144: 2537 chief judge decides neither to dismiss nor to conclude the proceeding, the chiefjudge appoints himself and an equal number of circuit and districtjudges of the circuit to a special committee to investigate the matter.
27
After an investigation, the special committee files a report of its findings and recommendations with the circuit's judicial council.
128
The judicial council may conduct a further investigation and take "appropriate" action. 1 In addition, the council may refer the complaint, the record and its recommendations to the Judicial Conference of the United States.'
The council is obligated to send the complaint to the Judicial Conference if it believes the judge has engaged in conduct that might constitute grounds for impeachment or if the council cannot justly resolve the complaint. In the matter of the charges against Judge Sentelle, Judge Edwards dismissed the complaints as not in conformity with the Act's substantive disciplinary standard.'
The complainants petitioned the Judicial Council of the D.C. Circuit, which endorsed the dismissal.
34
B. The Substantive Standard of the Judicial Conduct Act
The substantive standard governing the imposition of discipline under the Judicial Conduct Act has not lent itself to easy or consistent interpretation. 13 5 What constitutes "conduct prejudicial to the effective and expeditious administration of the business of the courts" ' 36 was a matter of dispute during the formulation of the Act and has continued to be so in its application by the judicial councils.' 37 Should the standard be interpreted narrowly or broadly? Does it cover only judicial conduct on the bench or is some conduct off the bench also covered? Does the Act address only administrative efficiency or does it also cover conduct that brings the judicial office into disrepute?
In a sense, the debate over the scope of the disciplinary standard tracks the differing views of the Special Division expressed by Chief Justice Rehnquist in Morrison and Judge Silberman in In re Sealed 1980, 142 U. PA. L. REv. 25, 73 (1993) ("With so vague and unelaborated a standard of misconduct, uncertainty about its contours is probably inevitable."); Burbank, supra note 122, at 15 ("The major substantive question-the types of conduct subject to disciplinary action-remains in large part unanswered.").
" § 872(c) (1) . 117 See Burbank, supra note 34, at 322 ("The problem of evaluating complaint dismissals is exacerbated by the Act's substantive ambiguity [and] the unavailability to the public of dismissal orders. . . ."). There is no requirement under the Act that a chiefjudge's dismissal order or a council's order disposing of a petition for review be made available to the public. See § 372(c) (15) (requiring that orders issued by a judicial council, the Judicial Conference or the standing committee be "made available to the public through the appropriate clerk's office of the court of appeals for the circuit"); see also Burbank, supra note 34, at 322 n.166 ("There is no requirement that either a chiefjudge's order dismissing or closing a complaint or a council's order disposing of a petition for review be made publicly available.").
In 1986, a special committee of the Conference of Chief Judges published nonbinding illustrative rules for the Act. See Burbank, supra note 122, at 14 (noting that the illustrative rules "appeared at a time when federal judicial discipline [wa] [ Vol. 144: 2537 Describing the above terms as "terms of art" because of their usage in state disciplinary systems, the report expressly disavowed any attempt to add a "legislative gloss." 149 Thus, despite the deletion of the "disrepute" language from the Act's substantive standard, the Committee intended some species of disreputable, off-the-bench conduct to remain within the Act's scope.
The Senate Report further recommended reference to the ABA Canons of Judicial Ethics 5 ' and the Code of Judicial Conduct for United States Judges in evaluating complaints.' 51 Canon 2A of the Code ofJudicial Conduct states that ajudge "should conduct himself at all times in a manner that promotes public confidence in the integrity and impartiality of the judiciary."' 1 5 2 Though they are merely nonbinding considerations under the Act, these ethical norms address judicial conduct outside and inside the courtroom and disapprove of judges engaging in partisan political activities. 15 The House of Representatives committee report did not include a detailed description of the Act's substantive standard. What little description the report did provide supports the idea that Congress did not intend to limit the Act's scope to conduct in specific Article III cases. The standard was said to incorporate "complaints regarding impeachable behavior [and] violations of the criminal laws of any State or the United States."' 5 4 A strict Article III interpretation of the scope of the Act proves too little if criminal conduct off the bench is also covered. It is possible that this could still leave a large gray area of noncriminal, nonjudicial behavior beyond the Act's reach by virtue of Senator Bayh's concern for a judge's private life. 55 The House report, however, observed that a valid complaint under the Act could involve "an allegation that several judges have engaged in activities demeaning to the bench; assume, for example, that after a meeting of a circuit's judicial conference, a large number of judges become intoxicated in a bar of ill repute." 1 5 6 The report did not specify whether the judges' activity per se-being drunk in a bar of ill repute-brought them within the Act's scope or whether .the determinative factor was the activity's temporal proximity to the circuit's judicial conference.
The legislative history of the Act, while inconclusive, suggests two things. First, most private behavior, 'judge-as-citizen" behavior, is beyond the Act's scope. Second, the more disreputable the nonjudicial behavior, the more likely the Act will address it.' 5 7 Although the dividing line is unclear, Congress intended the Act to regulate some non-Article III conduct which brings the judicial office into disrepute. If the benchmark is how "official" the non-Article III conduct appears, abuse of Article II appointment power while on the Special Division should qualify for coverage. The panel is by statute a division of the D.C. Circuit.'
A member of the Special Division must be an Article IIIjudge. His duties resemble those of ajudge far more than a private citizen.
The Disciplinary Standard in Practice
The paucity of published orders makes it difficult to analyze comprehensively the judicial councils' application of the Act's disciplinary standard.' 5 9 It is possible, however, to glean some idea of the Act in practice from the limited published orders and scholarly commentaries.
Because the Act places enforcement responsibility with the individual judicial councils, the application of the disciplinary standard has been varied and often conflicting. As would be expected, the great majority of complaints and actions under the Act have involved conduct associated with specific Article III "Cases" or "Controversies." 162 As to conduct outside this setting, responses are mixed. Chiefjudges and judicial councils have dismissed complaints relating to comments byjudges in speeches and newspapers, perjury allegedly committed prior to taking the bench, and participation in family members' legal actions. 6 Judicial councils have also interpreted the Act to regulate some instances of politically partisan or highly disreputable conduct that is not directly related to a specific Article III dispute. In such cases, the fact that an Article III judge had allegedly committed the acts was the touchstone; the institutional setting was not.
The First Circuit Judicial Council found a judge's speeches endorsing statehood for Puerto Rico to be political conduct within the scope of the Act's substantive standard." 6 The Sixth Circuit Judicial Council similarly considered valid a complaint about a judge's public statements concerning Congress's failure to increase judicial salaries. ' 65 concluded after "appropriate corrective action,"' 66 both complaints were found to be in conformity with the Act's substantive standard.
In another complaint, the chief judge of the Sixth Circuit concluded that a bankruptcy judge's serious indiscretions involving abusive language and conduct toward women both in court and, more frequently, in nearby bars and restaurants brought the federal judiciary into disrepute. 6 7 Both the in-court and out-of-court behavior violated Canons 1 and 2 of the Code of Judicial Conduct and were thus subject to proceedings under the Act.
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The Illustrative Rules, published in 1986 to aid the implementation of the Act, described what types of complaints the Act authorized. Among other things, the disciplinary standard under the Act covered "use of the judge's office to obtain special treatment for friends and relatives."169 This concept need not be stretched too far to encompass an Article III judge's use of a power exclusively vested in him by Congress to perform a politically partisan favor for an old friend. Practice under the Judicial Conduct Act suggests that a complaint about such behavior should not be dismissed outright.
C. ChiefJudge Edwards's Article Il/Article III Distinction Is Inconsistent with the Judicial Conduct Act
The Judicial Conduct Act's legislative history and application in other situations, although not univocal, suggest thatJudge Edwards's formalistic distinction between Article II conduct and Article III conduct represents a departure from the Act's purposes. 7 The Act applies predominantly to Article III conduct; that is the primary 28 U.S.C. § 372(c)(3)(B) (1994) .
[Vol. 144: 2537 business of the courts. But an action's classification in the constitutional scheme is not determinative of whether it is "prejudicial to the effective and expeditious administration of the business of the courts."
17 ' The Act covers some disreputable conduct that, although it may have no Article III origin or relation, rises to a level at which some prejudicial effect could occur. Applying the Act to an allegedly political abuse of Article II appointment power by a member of the Special Division would neither violate the purpose of the Act nor impermissibly increase its scope.
Judge Edwards's conception would exclude from coverage under the Act any actions performed by a judge pursuant to a grant of power under Article I.
The Supreme Court has described rulemaking power as originating in Article 1.172 Federal judges, performing non-Article III duties, have contributed to the formulation of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the Federal Rules of Evidence, the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, as well as appellate and district court local procedural rules. If presented with evidence that a federal judge had engaged in some form of misconduct while on a rulemaking committee, it is unlikely that a judicial council would simply dismiss the complaint as not in conformity with the Act.
Federal judges also perform non-Article III duties when they naturalize aliens.1 7 1 Were a federal judge to preface a naturalization ceremony with a racist, xenophobic diatribe against the participants, it is likely that ajudicial council would find a complaint about such behavior to be a valid one. Under Judge Edwards's theory of the substantive standard, this behavior could not be the subject of discipline. 
D. Abuse of the Special Division Appointment Power Should Fall Within the Ambit of the Judicial Conduct Act
Neither the legislative history nor the subsequent application of the Judicial Conduct Act supportsJudge Edwards's formalistic Article II/Article III distinction regarding the Act's substantive standard. Rather, both support a substantive standard that would encompass Judge Sentelle's behavior on the Special Division. Only Article III judges can be members of this special panel of the D.C. Circuit. Their activities are intimately related to potential Article III "Cases" and "Controversies." Application of the Judicial Conduct Act to Special Division activities would not intrude upon ajudge's personal life, nor would it impermissibly expand the Act's scope.
Thus, there is in fact a simple solution to justice Scalia's concern in Morrison that there would be no remedy for politically motivated abuse of the Special Division's appointment power. 7 4 Such abuse should fall within the disciplinary ambit of the judicial Conduct Act.
CONCLUSION
The Senate Report on the Judicial Conduct Act stated that " [t] he perception of justice is of critical importance." 75 Despite Judge Edwards's dismissal of the complaint against Judge Sentelle, it remains the case that, in the eyes of many, a federal judge abused governmental appointment power. The public saw ajudge-not an ordinary citizen or a legislator or a member of the executive branch. As former ABA President Robert D. Raven described it, "[the] point is whether the vast majority of the public would believe there is an appearance of impropriety. The distinction between Article II or Article III is probably known by most judges and some lawyers but by very few members of the public."
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The perceived abuse of Special Division appointment power, left unchecked, could undermine the public's confidence in the neutrality of thejudiciary. A real abuse of that power could result in prosecutorial violations of constitutional rights. The sensible application of the judicial Conduct Act to the members of the Special Division would provide an effective defense against both threats. 
